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A large sample test based on normal approximation for the traffic intensity parameter p 
in the cases of single and multiple-server queues has been proposed. The test procedure 
is developed without imposing steady-state assumptions and is applicable to queueing 
systems with general intermival and service-time distributions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Statistical inference, both estimation and hypothesis testing, plays a vital role in the 
analysis of queues, particularly when a practical congestion problem is to be tackled 
by empirical methods. Some of the literature on inference as applied to queues can be 
found in Hams [8], Bhat and Subba Rao [4], and Basawa and Prabhu [ 11. Clarke [ 5 ] ,  
BenCs [2], Cox [6], and Basawa and Prabhu [ 11 have investigated the problem of 
parameter estimation in Poisson/exponential and birth-death type queuing models. Cox 
[6], Wolff [ 121, and Thiagarajan and Harris [ 1 11 have discussed likelihood ratio tests 
and a few large sample tests for the queueing parameters such as anival/service rates 
of MIMI 1 and other birth-death type queues. 

The traffic intensity parameter p is the most important system parameter, where p 
is the ratio of mean service time to mean interarrival time. Since an infinite combinations 
of these two parameters leads to a single value of p, from the point of view of design 
and control of queues it is desirable to have test procedures for p alone. Some of the 
reported work in the literature regarding hypothesis testing concerning p includes the 
F test in the case of MIMI 1 queue due to Cox [6], a control chart technique proposed 
by Bhat and Subba Rao [3], and a sequential probability ratio test for p in MIGI 1 and 
GIIMIs queues due to Subba Rao et al. [lo]. 

In this paper we propose a large sample test for p based on normal approximations. 
The procedure is applicable in the case of single and multiple-server queues with general 
input and service-time distributions. No steady-state assumptions are imposed while 
deriving the test procedures. 

2. THE GI(GI1 QUEUE 

Consider a single-server queue. The interarrival times are assumed to be independent 
identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables with distribution function (d.f.) F ( x )  
with mean kX and variance 02.  The service times are also assumed to be i.i.d random 
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variables with d.f. G ( y )  and with mean p,, and variance a:. a: and a: are assumed to 
be finite. Then the traffic intensity parameter p = p,,/p,. 

Assume that the first customer amves at time t = 0. For the purpose of testing we 
observe the system until the first n customers leave the system. We denote by T ,  the 
nth departure epoch. The service times of these n customers are denoted by yI,y2, . . . ,yn. 

We shall denote the successive interarrival times byx, ,~, ,  . . . , etc. The interarrival 
times of all the customers who arrive during (O,T,] are observed. Thus we get the 
observations x, ,x2, . . . ,x, where 

(1) m = Max{j: xI + x2 + ... + xi 5 T ~ } .  

Note that m 2 n. 
m n n 

Let i, = 2 xilm, 5: = 2 xiin, j , ,  = C yjtn. 
I 1 I 

It may be observed that i,* and j n  are independent, but X, and j n  are not, due to 
(1). Basawa and Prabhu [ 11 have shown that the asymptotic behavior of X, and X,* are 
similar, namely, both are consistent estimates of p, and asymptotically normal with 
X, having a smaller variance. Further X, and j n  are asymptotically independent. 

We shall state below a few results which have been proved by Basawa and Prabhu 
[ 11, relating to the sequences {x,} and {yn}.  

(2) 
m p  
- + P I  where p = max(l,p), 
n 

X, 7 p,, X,* 7 px, j"  pr, (3) 

fi (X.f - p,) -5, N(o,a:), 

fi ( E m  - 4 N(O,U;/P), ( 5 )  

fi ( j n  - py> 4 N(o,u:), 

(4) 

(6) 

(7) 

By the strong law of large numbers it follows that X,* and j n  converge to their 
respective means with probability one. Since m t CQ as n + a and mln +. p (a 
constant), it may be seen that X, also converges to p, with probability one. Results 
(4) and (6) follow from the central limit theorem. The results (5) and (7), namely, 
X, is asymptotically normal and X, and J n  are asymptotically independent, have been 
proved by the authors [ 11 by using the central limit theorem, showing that the asymptotic 
joint distribution of X, and j , ,  is a bivariate normal distribution with covariance term 
zero. Due to the characterization property of normal distribution it follows that i, and 
j j n  are asymptotically independent and follow normal distribution. No steady-state 
assumptions are imposed on the system while deriving the above results. 

Since X, has a smaller variance as compared to X,* and due to (7), we shall use X, 
as an estimate of p,, while deriving the large sample tests for p. 

We state our hypothesis as H : p = po to be tested against K:  p # po. 
Let +(t) = logt. Define 6 = +(pJ - +(p,), then 6 = logp,, - logp, = logp, 

since p = pr/ p,. Then the hypothesis H : p = po vs K : p # po reduces to H' : 6 = 6o 
vs K' : 6 # a0, where 

Based on the estimates X, and j n  discussed previously, define 6,, = +(jn)  - 

X, and j n  are asymptotically independent. 

= logPo. 
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+&). Since, from ( 5 )  and (6 ) ,  

6 (X, - p,) -5 N(O,u,Z/P) 

6 ( j n  - py) -5 N ( o , u ~ ) ,  

6 [+(%A - +(FX)l f N(O,u:/Pw:) 

[+(F") - +(wJ -4, N(O>u:/PL:) 

and 

it follows from Lemma 1, Eq. (12) (given at the end of the paper) that 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

Since 2, and j n  are asymptotically independent, +(im) and + ( j n )  are also. Hence, 
from Eqs. (8) and (9) using Lemma 2, Eq. (14), it follows that the statistic 

has a normal distribution with mean (mnpWmpq; + nq:) and variance 
(rnnplrnpq; + nq:) for large m and n, where 

q, = %+'(PX) = UJFX 

and 

Therefore 

z = ( mnp )"2(6mn - 6) 
mP$ + nqx' 

has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. 
Thus, for testing H : p = po vs K: p # po in terms of H' : 6 = 6o vs K' : 6 # 60, the 

statistic Z given by (1 1) can be made use of. 
Since the unknown parameters P,Q = uxlpL,, and qy = uy/py appear in the statistic 

Z, we have a problem. However, P can be replaced by its consistent estimate fi = 
m / n  [from Eq. (2)] and due to Lemma 1, Eq. (13), the normal approximation still 
holds. 

Interestingly, the quantities Q and qy turn out to be constants for exponential and 
Erlangian distributions because +(t)  = logt is the variance stabilizing transformation 
for these distributions. Hence in these cases the problem is automatically solved. 

It may be observed that q, and 17, are the coefficients of variation for the populations 
of X and Y, respectively. Therefore, if we have prior knowledge about these coefficients 
of variation, they can be used in the statisticZ in the cases of non-Erlangian distributions. 

and qy, they can be replaced by their 
respective estimates, namely, 

In the absence of any knowledge about 
= S,/Xm and +iy = S y / j n ,  where 

s: = (x, - X m ) *  

t m  
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and 

Then from Lemma 2, Eq. (15), it follows that f X  and f y  are consistent estimates of 
qX and qy, respectively. Hence from Eq. (13) of Lemma 1, 

112 mnp 
mpi$ + n?: 

Z ‘  = ( A ) (timn - 6) 

follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1 for large rn and n. 

EXAMPLE 1: THE MlMll QUEUE. Here we have F ( x )  = 1 - Chr, G(y) = 
1 - e-pysothat p, = l / h ,  py = l /p ,  p = h/p, a,’ = 1/X2,  anda: = 1/p2. Hence 
qX = uX+’(pX) = 1, qy = ay+’(py) = 1 .  We shall take p = m/n. Then we have 

EXAMPLE 2: THE EklE,ll QUEUE. In this case 

pX = 1/X, py = 1/p, a,’ = l/kh2, a; = l/lp2, 

and hence Q = l / l h  and qr = l / d .  As in the previous case we shall take 0 = 
m/n. On substitution in (1 1) the statistic 2 reduces to 

z = ( m2n1k )l’2(6mfl - 6) - N(0,l). 
m2k + n21 

3. THE GZ(Gls QUEUE 

As in the GIlGll queue the d.f. of the interarrival time is denoted by F(x)  with 
mean kX and variance a,”. We assume that there are s servers in the system working 
in parallel independently of each other. The service time has a common d.f. G(y) for 
each server with mean kY and variance a;. 

The system is observed until the nth departure. The service times are denoted by 
y,,y,, . . . ,yn. The interarrival times of all the customers who arrive before the nth 
departure are observed. We shall denote these observations by xI,x2, . . . ,xm. 

In this case p = py/sp,,. Let +(t) = logt. Define 6 = +(py) - +(sp,) = logpy/ 
spx = logp. Thus, testing H : p = po vs K :  p # po is equivalent to testing H‘ : 6 = 6, 
vs K ’ : 6  # 6,,. Define a,, = +( jJ  - +(Em). 

On the similar lines of arguments described in Section 2, it can be shown that the 
statistic 
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has a normal distribution with mean (mnpG/rnpq? + ns2q:) and variance 
(rnnplmpqt + ns2q:) for large m and n, so that the statistic 

z = ( rnnp - 6) - N(0,l). 
m p q :  + ns2q: 

For the E,(E,ls system the statistic 2 reduces to 

z =  

For other multiserver queues, 
estimates. 

q2 and are replaced by their respective consistent 

Certain results obtained in the earlier discussions follow from the following lemmas. 
For the proofs and detailed discussions see Rao [9, p. 3851 and CramCr [7, p. 2541. 

LEMMA 1: Let { T J ,  n = 1,2, . . . be a sequence of statistics such that 

Let + be a function of a single variable admitting the first derivative 4 f ,  then 
6 (T, - 0) 5 N [ 0 , 0 2 ( 0 ) ] ,  where s*e(T,,) = o(0)/ 6. 

6 [ + ( r n )  - w)i 5 ~ [ o , { + ' ( e ) m } ~ i .  (12) 

Further if +'(0) # 0, +'(O), and o(0) are continuous, then 

LEMMA 2: Let {X,,} and {Y,,}, n = 1,2, . . . be sequences of random variables, 

(14) 

then 
P I fX,+Xand Y,,A Y ,  thenX, -+ Y , A X  2 Y .  

If X, 5 a and Y,, A 6 (a,b are constants and b # 0) ,  

X,, P a then - + -. 
yn h 

4. REMARKS 

The proposed large sample test for the traffic intensity parameter, unlike, the F test 
due to Cox [6] for the MlMll queue and the sequential probability ratio test due to 
Subba Rao and others [lo] for the MlGll and GIlMls queues, is a simple test procedure 
which is applicable to single and multiserver queues with general input and service 
time distributions. Further, it was observed that for Erlangian type input/output dis- 
tributions the test statistic is a function of p alone and does not require estimates of 
the population parameters. The efficiency of the proposed test procedures depends on 
our basic assumptions on normal approximations and asymptotic independence. Since 
these results have been deduced from the central limit theorem, normality and hence 
independence is approached rapidly even for relatively small sample sizes. Hence the 
test procedures are expected to be powerful for even moderate sample sizes. 
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